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[ one of the many still images which compose the

complete moving picture ]

film frame

[ technique in film editing in which a series of short 

shots are edited into a sequence to condense space, 

time, and information ]

montage



[ abrupt, but usually trivial film transition from

one sequence to another ]

cut

[ segment in a film that takes place within a certain 

time frame and location ]

scene

[ voice of an unseen narrator speaking ]

voice over



What is a Filipino Indie Film?

While indie films have often been viewed as “highly 

intellectual” or “pretentious” for its depth and 

ambiguity, today’s Filipino indie films have broken out 

of these conventional notions, delving into more 

relatable topics such as romance, national history and 

identity, body image, and everyday struggles.

[a film that is produced and distributed by independent 

entertainment agencies ]



Brillante 

Mendoza

Filipino independent film 

director 

Born  30 July 1960

Raised in San Fernando,

Pampanga 

He took advertising arts in 

University of Santo Tomas 

He has directed sixteen films 

since 2005 



MA ROSA
B R I L L A N T E  M E N D O Z A

Rosa's children will do anything to bail their parents

out of jail after they are busted by corrupt cops.



MA ROSA 

in depth

 2016 Filipino drama film 

Selected to compete for the Palme d'Or at 

the 2016 Cannes Film Festiva 

At Cannes, Jaclyn Jose won the award for 

Best Actress



In many ways, it’s a fierce and pessimistic

satire, in which Ma’Rosa is a sort of Mother 

Courage, doing what it takes to survive. MA ROSA 

in depth it’s a cold, hard look at what being poor 

actually means, and how few options there are 

for escape 



KINATAY
B R I L L A N T E  M E N D O Z A

A young man needing cash takes a job that pays well,

not realizing that he has to kill a woman.



KINATAY 

in depth

2009 Filipino independent 

drama film 

The film premiered at the 62nd 

Cannes Film Festival, where it 

won the Best Director Award, the 

first Filipino film to do so. 



In Mendoza’s quest to depict reality, he tramples upon 

established concepts of what it is to be human. He 

relentlessly maps the transition of man to monster, and 

given the straight-line matter-of-factly process that the film 

explores, the transition is as easy and automatic  

KINATAY 

in depth
What is explored in the film is not how poverty destroys 

us, but how humanity is too fragile, that by a mere twist 

of fate where we succumb to merely surviving 



Antoinette  

Jadaone

 Filipina filmmaker 

She has been dubbed as the

"Blockbuster Hugot Director 

of the Philippines" 

Born 21 April 1984 

Studied at University of the 

Philippines

Won the Carlos Palanca 

Memorial Awards for 

Screenplay in Filipino



THAT THING CALLED  
TADHANA

A N T O I N E T T E  J A D A O N E

A woman struggling to meet airline baggage requirements

meets a man who comes to her aid. They form a friendship

that helps them mend each other's hearts.



THAT THING 

CALLED 

TADHANA 

in depth

 2014 Filipino romantic comedy 

film 

met with both commercial and 

critical success and was praised 

as one of the highest grossing 

Filipino independent film of all 

time 



THAT THING 

CALLED 

TADHANA 

in depth

It never strays towards the unlikely situations 

that most romantic comedies rely on for 

pageantry. The film keeps its feet firmly 

grounded within the realm of reality.

What Jadaone brings to the fore is not her 

trademark wit or filmmaking skills. It is her 

sincerity.  



FILIPINO INDIE 
FILMS

FILIPINO 
MAINSTREAM 
FILMS"Exploitative” character of indie 

films 

"Poverty porn"

Major theater chains decline to 

exhibit indie movies for the 

simple reason that few people 

come to watch them 

Includes short films, 

documentaries, experimental 

films, and animations which are 

made without the capitalization 

usually found in commercial 

films. 

Caters to a wider audience, and 

that it also popular with most 

people – the masses 

Genres of mainstream films are 

usually romance, action, 

comedy, and romantic-comedy. 

These films can be described as 

light-hearted. 

Usually have big budgets 


